
Inland Empire Foothills Area of Narcotics Anonymous 

Public Relations Meeting Minutes for August  8, 2022  
 

Call to Order- 5:36 P.M. and reading of Traditions and Concepts of Service 

We had one new members thank you Trish for your interested we look forward to 

seeing you monthly, no birthdays, or visitors this month.  

Approval of Agenda and Minutes- unanimous  

Attendees- Trish, James, William, John, Dennise, Kimber, Dudley, and Kelley. 

Trusted Servants reports: 

Chair- Reported on Regional Bus Bench project, Long Beach Marathon Booth, and 

Business cards for Region. 

Vice-Chair- None Position Open 

Phone line- Reported that he has better understanding of freedom voice and feels 

more comfortable with system, he is going to reach out to are present volunteers 

that he has not been able to contact and touch bases. Along with contacting people 

from various sign up sheets from GSR. He did attend Region. 

Community Relations Coordinator- Reported we have a chance to finally get in to 

the County Libraries County wide. Also that I D badges should be in by next month. 

Lastly that Market Night has yet to get back to her. 

School Presentation- Dennise is currently contacting various schools and has 

sparked interested at Orangewood and Sierra High. School is back in session so 

opportunities are going on the rise. 

Parole And Community Team or P.A.C.T.- John reported we were at last PACT and 

presented.  

Web Site- Dudley Reported that Region is finding ways to get literature orders that 

are more convenient and that Region Web site still needs a chair and vice chair. 

New Business: 

Libraries: We decided to take advantage of a great opportunity to get into 12 new 

Libraries. Voted to ask for funds to purchase 12 Basic Text, 12 It Works, 12 Guiding 

Principals, Living Clean books, along with 12 Spanish Basic Text, and 12  Spanish It 

Works to give for check at these locations. 

Tables and Chairs: Tabled till next month 

PR Event 2023: We are looking for ideas on event for next year, so we can start 

planning for example a BBQ or something of that nature. 

Collaborating with EIE: William and Kelley to attend EIE and see if we can start 

working together to better serve our primary purpose and promote Unity. 

Old Business: 

Phone Lines- James is going to reach out to people who have signed up. 

Group Approved- ID badges ordered and should here next month along with 

literature order from Area. 

PACT: Still no word from IE west on join forces but Parole would like things to stay 

status quo. 
Closed Meeting with Serenity Prayer- 6:59 P.M. 

NEXT MEETING September 12, 2022 


